
CV : Professional Achievements 

Composer 
Dreams, Diaspora, Destiny - Mural Arts Philadelphia Winter 2018
I was commissioned to compose a score for an accompanying iOS app, 
to the first augmented reality mural in Philadelphia, painted by Joshua 
Mays. I worked with students from 2 high schools to sample sounds and 
interview elders in the neighborhood to incorporate into the composi-
tions. Each section of the mural correlates to a stem in the composition.

Composer
Systems Volume 1 - Splice - Summer 2018
I created a sample pack for online production service Splice. My pack 
consists of loops and sound design composed by setting up various 
systems in my studio, consisting of hardware and iOS app, set up to self 
generate and create random results. The pack can also be used for live 
shows. 

Composer / Performer
The Intention (premier) - Time Spans Festival NYC Summer 2018
Alarm Will Sound Orchestra and I premiered one of our collaborative 
compositions, The Intention in NYC during this festival. I was using 
iPad apps and hardware for this performance. 

Remixer
One Kiss (King Britt Remix) - Calvin Harris - Summer 2018
My remix of the #1 worldwide dance song of the summer on Columbia 
Records, gained over 2 million streams and I was asked by the globally 
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accomplished, EDM artist himself to do the remix. His respect for my 
experience was very humbling. 

Performer 
Stellar Masses - Fels Planetarium Philadelphia Summer 2018
As part of the Stellar Masses Festival, curated by Yolanda Wisher, I 
performed my Fhloston Paradigm project in the Fels Planetarium. 
Fhloston Paradigm is my afrofuturist project consisting of modular 
synths, software and visuals. I live scored a planetarium show about the 
movement of stars.

Composer / Performer 
Alarm Will Sound - The Sheldon - St Louis Winter - Spring 2018
I was commissioned to compose 3 songs with Alarm Will Sound 
Orchestra as part of a performance at The Sheldon.  It is a pure exam-
ple of electro-acoustic performance. I composed the electronics using 
hardware synths and Ableton software. 

Composer / Artist in Resident / Guest Curator
The Missed Guided Tour - Philadelphia Museum of Art - Winter 2018
During the month of January, I created the first artist in residency at the 
Philadelphia Museum of Art, consisting of four musicians (including 
myself), to create compositions in front of their favorite paintings. 
I selected the artists as guest curator, created a composition in response 
to Ellsworth Kelly’s Siene, created an audio tour and performed at the 
museum in February.

Performer
Fhloston Paradigm - National Sawdust Brooklyn - Summer 2017
The prestigious performance venue, National Sawdust, presented my 
science fiction project, Fhloston Paradigm complete with collaborating 
artists, Ryat, Jacqueline Constance, Pia Ercole and Tim Motzer,  
which was part of my evening curation. We performed compositions 
from my album AFTER... A combination of vocals, guitar and modular 
hardware were used. I used loops from the album as a foundation for 
improv, so each show is completely different.
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Performer
To Subserve and Unprotect  - CTM Festival Summer 2017
Berlin’s avant garde festival’s theme for the year 2017 was 
Anger, Fear, Love and I was asked to present my project. My project is  
based around a sonic response to police brutality, utilizing dispatch calls 
in some of the more tragic situations involving African Americans. I 
used hardware and software. Music improvised.
 
Educator / Composer / Performer
Loop Festival 2016 - Ableton Berlin Summer 2016
I was selected to participate in the first ever, Ableton Loop Festival, 
which brought people from all over the globe for performances, 
workshops and lectures.  I spoke on 2 panels. Producers As Educators, 
which focused on producers bringing their music knowledge to 
communities, as an educational tool for alternative outlooks on what is 
possible. The panel also included Erin Barra from Berkley University.
The second panel was, The Art of the Loop, where the focus was on 
using loop based composition as a foundation for songwriting. 
I also performed as the first live performer at the festival before the 
opening keynote.  I was joined by electronic wizard, Rachel Claudio & 
classical avant-gardian, Gloria Shenk. (video of lectures available)

Composer
Against The Clock - FactTV Summer 2016
I was chosen to participate in FactTv’s famous Against The Clock se-
ries, in which composers have 10 minutes to make a song, while 
showing and explaining their process.  I was using various tools, such 
as, Ableton as the brain, Roland JX3P and a Monome (utilizing MLR 
Max4Live patch). With 74k views, it is one of their more popular epi-
sodes. (video available)
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Performer 
Gnaoua Music Festival Morocco - Summer 2016
I accompanied legendary jazz bassist, Jamaaladeen Tacuma as a mu-
sician and composer in his special project, collaborating with Moroccan 
composer, Maalem Hassan Boussou, fusing American funk & Jazz with 
traditional Arabic sounds. I provided electronic soundscapes and 
accents using Ableton and iPad.

Composer / Artist in Resident
Worm Studios - Rotterdam - Winter 2015-16
I was selected as a composer in resident at the legendary 
Worm Studios. They have one of the oldest synth collections in Europe. 
I made an ep utilizing the Arp2500 and the rare Synthi. A grand experi-
ence.

Performer / Curator
Moondance : A Night In the Afrofuture - MoMA PS1 - Spring 2014 
I was chosen as guest curator, to create an event at MoMA PS1as part 
of Sunday Sessions series. I organized a full day around defining what 
Afrofuturism is and where its going. The event included a lecture, dance 
and music performances, including Shabazz Palaces, Ursula Rucker,
Dr Alondra Nelson, Hank Shocklee and more. This was the first large 
event focused on afrofuturism take place in an academic establishment.

Composer / Artist in Resident
Spaces - The Village of Arts and Humanities - Philadelphia - 2014 
As artist in resident (9 months) at Philadelphiaʼs 
Village of Arts and Humanities, I created a creative music platform for 
the community. The platform included a recording studio, internet radio 
show and record label, Playback Musik. I had a group of 5 artists (age 
range 16-43) from the community, whom I taught to use Ableton, Native 
Instruments software, produce and mix a song. The final result was a 
complete album, community performance, but most important, the studio 
in which the community have access to.
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Composer 
Zimbabwe College of Music - Summer 2014
Upon receipt of a project grant from the Philadelphia
Music Project and the Pew Center for Art and Heritage, I traveled to 
Zimbabwe to continue a project with percussionist Tendai Maraire of 
Shabazz Palaces. The project is based around his fatherʼs
groundbreaking work as the premier Mbira scholar, who not
only recorded many albums but created the Ethnomusicology
program exchange between the Zimbabwe College of Music
and University of Seattle. We recorded an album with
Zimbabwe artists and a documentary film to accompany it. The album is 
to be released in 2019.
I set up a remote studio within the school, composed music with Tendai 
then recorded with the musicians. We also gathered many field 
recordings.

Composer / Teacher 
King Britt Sample Pack Workshop - Dubspot - 2013
As a guest teacher, I explained the process of creating my first sample 
pack, Fragments Vol.1.  In the class I first covered the psychology in-
volved in creating a sample pack of sounds for other people to use, 
second, the tools used and third the steps within the process.  Also a 
popular episode for them

Composer
Sound Sculptures - Philadelphia Spring 2012 : 
Commissioned by Philadelphia’s non profit avant gardians, Bowerbird 
and the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority to create a piece of
sonic art in response to Jim Sanbornʼs Ars Menendi, which
is one of four, Percent for Art projects in Philadelphia. I
composed a 3 -minute sound piece, downloadable on site
(thru QR code), that explores the living landscape of the
projects site bringing a new perspective to the contextual and
artistic intension of the original piece. 
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Performer
Carnegie Hall NYC - Summer 2012 
I performed as part of the 50th Anniversary Celebration of 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band, with a special invitation from the band. I 
performed with the band my remix of the New Orleans classic St 
James Infirmary. Others on the show were Mos Def, Tune-Yards and 
Allen Toussaint. An album was released later that year. It was one of 
the first times that the band ever used electronics within a performance. 

Composer 
Pew Fellowship - 2007 
I was awarded the Pew Fellowship for composition given by
the Pew Center for Arts and Culture. This is based on a
catalog of work and experience in composing. I was the first
ʻdj/electronicʼ composer to win such a prestigious award. The
grant was $60,000 in which I used to help further my educational 
research and growth

Composer
Miami Vice - 2006 
I composed underscores for 10 scenes, in Michael Mann’s film version 
of Miami Vice.  He initially heard the work I did on New Orleans street 
preacher, Sister Gertrude Morgan, and it turned into more. He gravitated 
toward my approach to tension building and making electronics sound 
organic.  I also collaborated with guitarist, Tim Motzer on this. 

Remixer
Where Have All The Cowboys Gone (Sylkscreen Remix) - Paula Cole - 
1997
This was my second multi-platinum record. The Sylkscreen Mix was a 
part of the platinum Warner Bros. 12” release and went to #1 on the 
dance charts.
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Remixer
I Love You Always Forever (Sylk130 Remix) - Donna Lewis - 1996
This was my first multi-platinum record. The remix was on the Atlantic 
Records album as Philly Mix and the 12” Sylk130 Remix. They also 
played my version when she won the Grammy.

Performer
Digable Planets Tour - 1993-95 
I was the original dj in the band for the Grammy Award winning, 
Digable Planets.  I manipulated all beats and samples within the band, 
that included drums, horns, keys and upright bass.  The song Cool Like 
Dat went to #3 on the charts, went platinum and won the Grammy for 
best hip hop artist.  I am also included in the documentary of the band, 
which is now airing on TVOne. 
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